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ABSTRACT

Thunderstorm occurrences at Winnipeg for an eleven
yearperidd have been studied along with various parameters and·
characteristics in an effort to find correlat.ions which would be
of help in forecasting future thunderstorms. .

Seasonal and diurnal variations as well as relation
ships involving precipitation and peak wind ·speedsare discussed.

~,

ETUDE DES ORAGES QUI SE SONT PRODUITS A WINNIPEG

par

Eo .D o Lipson
/ /

RESUME

L'auteur ~tudie les orages qui se sont produits
" • • "*'a Wlnnlpeg au cours d'une periode de onze ans en tenant compte
de divers param~tres et caract~ristiques en vue d"tablir des
corn~'lations qui pourraierit aider a- prevoir .lesorages futurs.

11 traite aussi des variations saisonni~res et
diurnes ainsi que des relations od interviennent les precipi
tations et les vitesses maximales d~s vents.



A STUDY OF-WINNIPEG THUNDERSTORMS

by

E. b. Lipson*
, ..

1. . INTRODUCTION

A study 'has been: 'made of all thunderstorms
reported at the Winnipeg Airport 'for the months of April
through October during the II-year period 1953-1963. Thunder
s~or~s have ocdurred both eaili~r and lat~r in the'year than
this but such occurrences ~r~-not nor~al ~ndhave been e~61uded
from this study. '

Two hundred and sixty 'two storms 'were studied
alon~ with their various characteris~ics srich as 'rainfall
amount, peak wind gust, and o~cuireri~eof h~il~ Also con-'
sidered were the atmosph~ric'conditions~rioi to:the stor~'

outbreak such as temperature, dew-point, surface wind, and
upper winds. These vario~s p~rameters ~ere e~amined to see if
any correlations exist which might be of help in forecasting
thunderstorms.

Data concerni,ng these storms were obtained from
the following sources:

1. Winnipeg Aviation Weather Reports

2. Winnipeg 850-mb charts

3. Central Analysis Office 300::"mb charts

2~ SEASONAL AND DIURNAL VARIATIONS

Figure I shows the frequency distribution of
the thunderstorms'with'respe~tto time'of year. 'It is noted
that the storms average 1 or more'perweek from inid-Juneto
the end of August with a peak of 1.B'per week durin~ ~he ~hird'
week of July. In a study of totnado~s on the, Canadian prairies,
McKay and Lowe' (2) showed that the maximum tornado frequency
was at the beginning of JulY.' It would seem th~nthat'Ehe
maximum tornado frequency precedes' the thunderstorm maximum by
some 2 weeks. ,Brooks (3) claims that there is a similar dis
placement of these maxima over t~~Unii~~~States, in some:
states the difference being a's much 'as2 month's.

Connor (4) in liThe Climate of Manitoba" lists
fue average number of thunderstorms per month at Winnipeg during
the 37 ,year periOd from 1900 to 1936. It is interesting to
compare his results with thQse of the present' study. This is
done in~able I and i~ is rioted'tha~ the fre~uency of thunder
storms appears great'er now thaTl ' in earlier years,_ 'It may

* This study was undertaken, while Mr. Lipson, a second year
honours mathematics and physics undergraduate of the
University of Manitoba, was employed as a student assistant
with the Meteorological Service of Canada, during the
summer of 1964.



actually be that the past 11 years have been stormier than usua1r
however, it must be pointed out that in recent years observers have
been on duty on a 24':"hour basis. _During the period which Connor
studied there was no such continuous observing program and it is
likely that many thunderstorms occurring at night, _passed by un
noticedoThe monthly percentage frequencies for the two periods
considered agree quite c1ose1y~xcept for ~ugust for which the
frequency is 6% greater, in ,the,morer~c~nt,period~

Figure 2 shows the frequency distribution of the
thunderstorms with resp~ct to the time of dayo It is of interest to
note that the 'frequency is not greatest during the time of greatest
surface heating but rather in the late evening" Also, as many'
thunderstorms occur from midnight to 6 AM as from noon to 6 PM.
Considering the day as divided into four 6-hour periods the percent
age of thunderstorms in each of these periods is~ Night (00-05)
24%, morning (06-11) - 12%, afternoon ,- (12-17) 24%, evening (18-23),40%"

,RELATIONSHIPS INVOLVING THE OCCURRENCE OF THUNDERSTORMS

Figure-3 illustrates the average peak thunderstorm
winds associated with various temperature spreads (difference between
dry-bulb and dew-point readings). The temperature spreads are those

,prevai1ing'immediatelyprior to the commencement of the storm" For
~emperature spreads of 20 degrees and less there appears to be some
correlation, the pea~ winds generally increasing with the drier air.
Above this point, however, any correlation breaks down completely"
'l;here are, perhaps, insufficient data at the greater spreads~ 80% of
the data are for spreads of 20 degrees or 1ess o However, even if a
close correlation did exist between peak wind and temperature spread
it should not be 'expected to show up too well in this study since
many of the r~corded thunderstorms were not close enough to the ob
serving site for their downdraft gusts to reach it.

Figure 4 relates peak wind speed and direct.ion o It
is seen that the strongest peak winds corne from the two westerly
quad~ants. This is due, at least in part, to the prevailing west to
east motion of weather disturbances. The mea~ured peak wind-velocity
relative to the thunderstorm _and the. veloci.!=y ,of the thunderstorm
,itse1f~ Hence, gust winds from the west are usually strengthened
and those from the east weakened.

. Figure 4 also shows that peak w1.rids from the north
west are stronger than those from the southwest o -This is probably
due to the fact that the observing site is partially sheltered by
the city to the southwest but is open to the prairies to the north
west.

Figure 5 which gives the percentage frequency of peak
wind direction indicates-clearly that the peak winds in thunderstorms
corne most often fr:om, the south o The high frequency of pouth winds
is likely ~ssociat~d ~ith the channelling effect of the broad Red

'l}iver Va 11ey 0,
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Figure 6 .illustrates the. percentage frequency of
the wind direction prior.to the storm" In 46% of the cases the
wind is between south and southeast" All other directions have.
relatively low frequencies" . Colllparing Figure 6 with Figure 5 .it
is seen that the winds are more from the NWand less from the SE
during the storm than prior to the storm.

RELATIONSHIPS INVOLVING THUNDERSTORM PRECIPITATION

Figure 7 ,tends to associate stronger winds with.
wetter storms. The correlation,however, is certainly. pot high
and some glaring examples of· poor. fit show up", Thus, the heaviest
rainfall amount recorded. - 3\ inches ...;. occurred with ,·a peak wind
of only 13 m.. i?h. It seems highly probable that thi,s particular
thunderstorm developed in over-ru.nningair so that ground 'level
was largely shielded from down .....draft effects"

In Figure 8 there is the 'expected tendency for
heavier rainfall with higher dew points" The graph should be
most reliable in the range of 51 .to 65 degrees since over 70%
of the data falls in this range" For a dew point ,between 51 and
65 degrees one should expect between ,,1/5 and 1/3 in" of rain with
the thunderstorm"

RELATIONSHIPS INVOLVING PEAK WIND SPEEDS AND
DIRECTIONS

Table II shows the peak winds occurring in hail
producing thunderstorms,,' It is noteworthy that .the average peak
wind here (41..7 mop.h o) is considerably higher than the. average
peak wind of the thunderstorm group as a whole (30.0 m.. p.h o)"

In Figure .9 the direction of the peak surface
wind is plotted against the direction of the 850-mb winpo In
58% of the cases the peak winds are within 22~ degrees of 'the
850-mb winds. However, there are frequent marked deviations,
even when the 850-mb winds arestrong o For example~ in· one
instance an 850-mb wind of south 40' was associated with a sur
face peak wind of northwest 43"

RELATION BETWEEN JET STREAM AND THUNDERSTORMS

Central Analysis Office 300-mb charts were examined
to seek re-la.tiQ.!1~hips between the characteristics of the jet
stream and the oc'currence of thunderstorms a t Winnipeg. These
300-mb charts were readily available only for the perio¢! 1961
1963, hence this jet str~amcorrelation study is fo~ a 3-year
period only" In each particula.r ca se {the chart chosen was
that falling wi.thin the time of 9'-hours before to 3 hours after __.,
the time of thunderstorm occurrence.-'
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Figure 10 shows the locat~on of the jet stream with
reference to Winnipeg at the time of thunderstorm occurrence. By
lo~at ion is meant the point of nearest' approach of the stream. It
~s seen that 36% of the storms 'occurwpen the jet stream is within
~OO miles of Winnipeg'and 77% when it,iswithin 300 miles.

FORECAST PEAK'WIND SPEEDS COMPARED TO ACTUAL VALUES
';\ .' , ,

, " ,\ '

Fawbush and Mill'er (1)' h<;l.ve shown that for non
fr9ntal thunderstorms there ,is a relation between peak wind gusts
and the ~emperature difference between: the surface air underneath
and in advance of thethunderstorm~ .~e tempera ture' under the '
'thunderstorm is 'forecast by lowering the wet-bulb temperature at
the freezing level to the surfac~ along a saturation~~diabat on a
pseudoadipbatic chart'", Using this rel,p.t~onship it is possible to
forecast peak wind gtists.' . ,

'.
A check on this Fawbush and Miller method which

applie's to non-frontat' thunderstorms has been made 'for all Win
nip'eg thunderstorms during the period 1955'-1963 which' had peak '
gu~~s of 30m~p.h. br mor~.Th~ B~smarck radiosonde ascent was
used in all cases to determine wet 'bulb zero, th~t ascen~ being
chosen wh,ich fell within the period 9 pours before, to 3 hours
after thunderstorm occurrenc~", ' .

Figure 11 shows the resul ts of thi's check, the
forecast win~s being plotted against the actual winds. Fawbush
and Miller state that, by definition of the standard error ,of
estimate, 68% 'of gust predictions should be expected within 8
knots of the actual values.. Thus,error curves are plotted on'
Figure 11 at 8 knots (9.2 mph.) above and below the 45 degree line.
The majority of points fall below the lower error curve and it
therefore appears that peak gusts are over-forecast", However,
it must be pointed out that the peak gust from a thunderstorm will
t:1ot always reach the observing ,site", -It is inter'esting to no~e
that, the highest gust' recorded at 'Winhipeg (79 mph) would have been
predicted qui,te. closely (76' mph) • ' .

CONCLUSIONS

The results of this study may be summarized as
follows:

(1) The main thunderstorm period at Winnipeg runs
from mid JUne to the end of August reaching .
a peak in the third week 'of July.

(2)' Winnipeg thuriders:to~ms'occur most frequently'
during the evening7 thunderstorms are as likely
to occur ?t night as in 'the afterrioon.-'
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ThunderstOrm gusts are likely to be strongest
if, the'y' come, from the northwesterly quadrant.

j ' ••

,:(4)· A, sto'rin,whi9h ipr0duces:h'ai'l'is':like1y to have
'"strong~r.",gust;~:,'ass'oeia ted. ,,' ,

(5), The je~ stream ;is within 300 miles of Win-,
nipeg on ,three quarters, o~ the occa sions of

. thunders't'olrm .o9·cu:rrerrce~. - ..
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. TABLE I

COMPARISON OF MONTHLY FREQUENCY OF
THUNDERSTORMS FROM 1953 TO '1963 WITH CORRESPONDING

.DATA FROM .1900.,..1936 (4).

Number of Storms per' Month ,:Monthly Percentage Frequency "

, ,

Month 1900-1936 1953-1963 1900-193.6 1953-1963

April 0.6 0.7 3 3
.'

May , ' 1.9 2.4 10 10

June 4.4 5 0 0 24 21

'Ju~y 5.3 6 0 6 29 28

August ,3 0 7 , 6.2 20 26

,September 2 .. 3 " 2.6 " 12 11
, ,

October 0 .. 3 0.3 2 1
"
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TABLE II

OCCURRENCE OF HAIL

Peak
Year Date Hail Wind A-- A- A A+

Intensity (mph)

1963 June 4 A-- 25 25
July 26 A,...- 20 20

1962 July 9-10 A- 39 39
1.960 June 2 A- 68 68
1959 May 25 A- 62 62

June 8 A- 38 38
July 4 A+ 42 42
July 8 A+ 54 54
July 14 A- 79 79

1958 June 28-29 A- 35 35
July 24 A- 20 20
Sept. 23 A- 28 28

1957 April 23 A 7 7
April 24 A-- 30 30

1956 August 5-6 A 62 . 62
August 10 A 40 40

1955 June 19-20 A 47 47
June 23 A 38 38

1953 July 4 A- 47 47
Sept. 9-10 A- 52 52

·Tota1 833/20 75 /3 468 /10 194 /5 96 /2

Average 41.7 25.0 46.8 38.8 48.0
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